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A notion of Loeb measure for H, which is the standard part of the countably additive extension of the counting measure on H, w as introduced by P . Loeb cf. Lo as a counterpart of Lebesgue measure for the reals. Recently H. J. Keisler and S. Leth cf. KL introduced U,topologies on H for any cuts U as an analogue of the order topology on the reals. They discussed the relationship between U,meager sets and Loeb measure zero sets and the existence of Loeb Sierpi nski sets and U,Lusin sets.
They listed many questions at the end of the paper. In this paper we discuss some of those questions about the existence of U,Lusin sets. Most of the questions discussed here were motivated by the results of KL , M1 and M2 . For Theorem 1 Let U = x=N for some x 2 H. Then there exists a U,Lusin set of cardinality if and only if there exists a Lusin set of the reals of cardinality .
We need two lemmas before we prove this theorem.
Lemma 1 Keisler and Leth There exists an H=N,Lusin set of cardinality implies that there exists a Lusin set of the reals of cardinality .
Proof: See KL, Proposition 8.4 . 2
Lemma 2 There exists a Lusin set of the reals of cardinality implies that there exists an H=N,Lusin set of cardinality in H.
Proof: Let B 0 be a Lusin set of the reals and cardB 0 = . We can assume that B 0 I = 0; 1 , the unit interval of the reals. For any x 2 H we let stx be the standard part of x=H. Then st is a function from H to I and jstx , styj = 0 i jx , yj 2 H=N. n 2 !i bea decreasing sequence in H such that it is coinitial in H , U and for each n 2 ! x n =x n+1 is in nite. For any n 2 ! there is an a n 2 H , N such that a n x n+1 x n =2. For any y 2 1; a n , let A y = f za n + y , 1x n+1 + 1 ; za n + yx n+1 H : z 2 H f0gg:
Then A y is internal and A y T A y 0 = ; if y 6 = y 0 . Since cardB = ! 1 and card 1; a n = 2 ! ! 1 , then there exists a y n 2 1; a such that A yn T B = ;. Then F is a 0 1 U,nowhere dense set since every interval of length x n has a subinterval of length x n+1 from A yn which is disjoint from F. But Let A bean internal U,nowhere dense subset of H in M ! 1 . Then 9 ! 1 A 2 M . Let U = fx 2 N : x 2 Ug. Then U is a cut in N T H. Now A is U ,nowhere dense because for any i n terval I of length y such that y 2 H T M and y 6 2 U , z 0 = maxfz 2 H : there is a subinterval J of I such that cardJ = z and J T A = ;g is in M and is not in U. Hence Assume that there is a U,Lusin set B. Then the intersection of B and each U,monad should be at most countable. Since B is uncountable, we can assume that B has at most one element i n e v ery U,monad.
Since cfU = !, and by ! 1 ,saturation, there is an internal sequence hx n : n ai for some a 2 H , N such that hx n : n !i is increasing, co nal in U and 8n a x n+1 =x n 2 n+1 . Let ,X b e the type f8n 2 1; a g X x n+1 x n g fF X : F 2 B ! g:
Claim: ,X is nitely satis able.
Proof of the claim: Let F beany nite subset of B. Since B has at most one element in each U,monad, then z 0 = minfjx , yj : x; y 2 F;x6 = yg 6 2 U. Let I be any interval of H such that cardI x n+1 . If x n+1 2 U that means n is nite, then there exists a subinterval J of I such that cardJ x n and J T F = ; because z 0 6 2 U and x n+1 =x n 2 n+1 2. If x n+1 6 2 U that means n is in nite, then I can bedivided into in nitely many disjoint subintervals of length x n because x n+1 =x n is in nite. One of those subintervals should be disjoint from F since F is nite.
So g F x n+1 x n for every n 2 1; a . This ends the proof of the claim. i be increasing and co nal in U such that y +1 =y n for any n 2 N there is such a sequence because U 6 = xN.
Let ,X = fg X y +1 y : g fF X : F 2 B ! g:
Proof of the claim: Let F beany nite subset of B and I bean interval of H such that cardI y +1 . Then I can bedivided into in nitely many subintervals of length y since y +1 =y is in nite. One of those subintervals should bedisjoint from F since F is nite. So g F y +1 y . This ends the proof of the claim.
Since card,X ! 2 , there exists an A which realizes ,X b y ! 2 ,saturation. Then A is internal U,nowhere dense and B A, a contradiction.
Case 3: U 6 = x=N for any x 2 H and ciU = ! 1 . Let hy : i bedecreasing and coinitial in H , U such that y =y +1 n for all n 2 N there is such a sequence because U 6 = x=N. Let ,X = fg X y y +1 : g fF X : F 2 B ! g: Then ,X is nitely satis able for the same reason as in Case 2. By ! 2 ,saturation there exists an internal U,nowhere dense set A which covers B, a contradiction.
Case 4: U is a ! 2 ; ! 2 cut. Let DB = fjx , yj : x; y 2 Bg. Then cardDB ! 1 . Hence 9x; y 2 H x 6 2 U and y 2 U such that y;x T DB = ;.
Let ,X = f8z 2 H 3y z x ! g X z z=3 g fF X : F 2 B ! g:
Proof of the claim: Let F beany nite subset of B, z 2 3y;x and c; d be an interval of H such that jd , cj z. Let J 1 = c; c + z=3 ; J 2 = c + z=3 + 1; c + 2 z=3 and J 3 = c + 2 z=3 + 1 ; c + 3 z=3 . Then J 1 T F 6 = ; implies J 3 T F = ; because DB T y;x = ;. So g F z z=3 and this ends the proof of the claim. By ! 2 ,saturation there exists an internal U,nowhere dense subset of H which covers B, a contradiction. 2
